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Abstract
The aim of this work is to present a comparison of the main semi-active suspension systems for a passenger
car using Logical Control. Their comparison will be conducted after having optimized them in respect with
ride comfort and road holding. In this work, the semi active suspensions studied are comfort oriented and
consist of (a) two versions of Skyhook control (SH-2 and SH-L, two states and linear approximation damper
respectively), (b) the acceleration driven damper (ADD), (d) one version of the combination of Skyhook and
ADD (SH-ADD) and (e) a second version implemented with the use of a sensor. Thus, a half car model,
with a passenger and a seat, was excited by a random road profile of class C. The model was optimized
using genetic algorithms (GA). This study, firstly, aims to highlight how the optimization of the vehicle
model could lead to the best compromise between ride comfort and road holding, and secondly, the test of
an alternative approach in the operational conditions of the control algorithms.

1 Introduction

Ride comfort is related to the passenger’s perception of the moving vehicle’s environment, while road holding
is the degree to which a car maintains contact with the road surface in various types of directional changes.
The aforementioned characteristics are related to the main conflict in the automotive industry [1, 2], where
a good design of a suspension system can combine to some extent ride and stability. Thus, the optimization
of them has been discussed extensively in the literature [3]. Suspension systems are classified by the way
they are controlled in three categories : passive [4], semi-active [5] and active. From 1970s, semi-active
suspensions have received much more attention and the research in their field follows two mainstreams. The
first one consists of the study of new technologies of semi-active actuation of damping [6, 7]. While, the
second mainstream studies the design of semi-active control strategies. In our work, the attention is turned
on the optimum damping ratios and the control strategy.

Changing the damping ratio is a very interesting opportunity for a suspension designer so as to try and
compromise more successfully the trade-off between road holding and ride comfort. Therefore, there exists a
large number of researches where the development of modern optimization methods opened new perspectives
in the field. In order to address the conflicting targets of ride comfort and road holding, single (SOO) and
multi-objective (MOO) methods have been formed. The SOO offers a limited insight in the suspension
optimization problem but due to its simplicity it is often selected. On contrary, MOO is offering an insight of
the conflicted targets through the Pareto front. A simple multi-objective dealing strategy, known as pseudo-
MOO technique, suggests the combination of multiple objective functions using weighting factors, so as to
convert the MOO problem into a SOO one. Koulocheris et al. [3] compared the efficiency of various objective
functions in SOO and pseudo-MOO approaches in the optimization of suspension systems of a heavy vehicle
with three different optimization methods conducting conclusions regarding the optimum solutions in terms
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of the results and the convergence of the problem.

In order to avoid the need to prespecify arbitrary weighting coefficients various methodologies have already
been applied successfully. The Pareto Front approach is popular among optimization problems with conflict-
ing targets. Nariman et al. [8] investigated the use of a uniform-diversity Genetic Algorithm in the Pareto
optimization method, selecting five targets concentrating mainly in the handling and the road holding of the
vehicle. Crews et al. [9] demonstrated a method for determining the optimality of control algorithms based
on two performance objectives, the ride quality, as measured by absorbed power, and thermal performance,
as measured by power dissipated in the suspension damper. Whereas, Gadhvi et al. [10] also dealt with the
use of different optimization techniques in order to minimize the root mean square values of (i) the vertical
acceleration experienced by the passenger’s seat, (ii) the front tire deflection and (iii) the rear tire deflection,
selecting objective functions depicting the ride comfort and the road holding. The selection of objective
functions in the work of Gadhvi et al. [10] followed the work of Koulocheris et al. [3] regarding the impor-
tance of the objective functions where the variance of the vertical acceleration as well as the one of the tire
deflections were highlighted as the most important ones. Similarly, Koulocheris et al. [11] compared the
optimal solutions for various semi-active control laws providing conclusions regarding their behavior and an
initial suggestion regarding their operational conditions, which will be extended and used in this work.

This work concentrates on the MO optimization using the Pareto Fronts of the most common ride-comfort
oriented control algorithms of semi-active suspension systems. The main aim is to compare the optimum
solutions of the algorithms and apply to three of them an alternative control strategy in order to improve
the vehicle’s dynamic behavior. The proposed control strategy, on contrary with the traditional SH ones,
quantifies the severity of the operational conditions and control the damper’s state based on their magnitude
and not based on their sign. This value of the threshold depends on the class of the road profile that the
vehicle drives through and it is evaluated with the use of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
algorithm’s operational conditions. The modified algorithms will be compared with the traditional ones
through the Pareto Fronts.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Chapter 2 a brief description of the vehicle model and
the passenger model used are presented along with important performance indexes used in this work, in
Chapter 3 the control algorithms are presented and a proposed approach regarding the operational conditions
is displayed, while in Chapter 4 the random road excitation applied in our vehicle model is is illustrated,
whilst in Chapter 4 the optimization procedure is outlined, and finally, in Chapter 6 conclusions are presented.

2 Simulation Models

In the current study, the dynamic behavior of a passenger vehicle is investigated, as far as the vertical vi-
brations induced by the road surface are concerned. Different semi active suspension systems are applied
to the vehicle model, so as to compare them and extract conclusion regarding their behavior. Moreover, a
passenger model is added on the vehicle in order to study the human response in different riding conditions.

Parameters Subscripts
z: Vertical motion coordinate S: Body
θ : Pitch motion coordinate F: Front
m: Mass R: Rear
a: Distance of the GG of the vehicle T: Tire
C: Damper’s Coefficient

ROAD Road Excitation
K: Spring’s Stiffness Coefficient

Table 1: Nomenclature of vehicle parameters
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2.1 Vehicle Model

A half car model, equipped with a seat and a 7-DOF human-body model is considered for analysis. The
model includes the front and rear axle allowing the observation of the pitch phenomena. As shown in
Fig. 1a, the vehicle model consists of three basic subsystems: the tires, the suspension systems and the body
of the vehicle. The latter is considered as a rigid body of mass m, equal to the half of the total mass of the
vehicle. The distance of the front and rear unsprung masses (mF and mR) from the center of mass is equal
to aF and aR, respectively. The front and rear tires are modelled as linear springs, which receive as input the
irregularities of the road profile.

Ideally, a suspension system should adjust its characteristics in order to function properly under different
road conditions, ensuring the comfort of the travel and the safety of the vehicle. This adjustment is achieved
through the use of semi active suspensions.

(a) • (b) •

Figure 1: (a) Half Car Model, (b) Seat-Passenger Model

Parameters Values Parameters Values
ms [kg] 520 aF [m] 0.91
Iz [kg m2] 473 aR[m] 1.55
mR, mF [kg] 25

KTR, KTF [N/m] 2.00 105

e [m] 0.4

Table 2: Parameters of half car model

The governing equations of the vehicle model are the following:

Body Bounce:

m • z̈s + CF • (żs − żF − aF • θ̇) + CR • (żs − żR + aR • θ̇) +KlF • (zs − zF − aF • θ +KlR • (zs − zR + aR • θ) = 0

(1)

Front Wheel Bounce:

mF • z̈F −KlF • (zs − zF − aF • θ)− CF • (żs − żF − aF • θ̇) +KTF • (zF − zRoadF ) = 0 (2)
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Description m [kg] C [N.s/m] K [N/m]
Seat(9) 15 2000 20000

Pelvis(8) 27.7 378 25500
Abdomen(7) 6.20 298 8941

Diaphragm(6) 0.46 298 8941
Thorax(5) 1.38 298 8941
Torso(3-4) 33.33 298 8941

Back(2) 6.94 3651 53460
Head(1) 6.20 3651 53460

Table 3: Parameters of seat and human body parameters

Rear Wheel Bounce:

mR • z̈R −KlR • (zs − zR + aR • θ)− CR • (żs − żR + aR • θ̇) +KTR • (zR − zRoadR) = 0 (3)

Additionally, the seat and the passenger are modeled in order to investigate in depth the ride comfort of the
passenger, as depicted in Fig. 1b. Different parts of the human body such as the pelvis, the diaphragm, the
thorax etc. are described via several m−c−k subsystems and the parameters of each body part are presented
in Table 3. The equations of the model as well as the parameters were retrieved from the literature [11]. The
seat is excited by the vibration of the sprung mass without the coupling of any torques studying exclusively
the vertical dynamics.

2.2 Performance Metrics

Important quantities or metrics indicating the dynamical behavior of the vehicle through the used model are
the suspension travel and the tire deflection. The suspension travel (ST) depicts the ability of the suspension
system to support the vehicle static weight. The vehicle static weight is well supported if the rattle space
requirements of the vehicle are kept small. In the case of quarter car model, it can be quantified in terms of
maximum suspension deflection undergone by the suspension or by its RMS value of ST (Eq. 4).

Whereas the tire deflection (TD) of the system and thus the normal tire forces illustrate the good road holding
of the vehicle (Eq. 5). This performance can be characterized in terms of vehicle’s cornering, braking and
traction abilities and these abilities can be improved by minimizing the variations in normal tire loads, and
thus its tire deflection considering that a tire roughly behaves like a spring. Therefore, the RMS value of tire
deflection (Eq. 5) could be o good index for vehicle’s road holding.

SuspensionTravel =

{
STF = zs − zF − aF • θ, Front Suspension
STR = zs − zR + aR • θ, Rear Suspension

(4)

TireDeflection =

{
TDF = zF − zRoadF , Front Tires
TDR = zR − zRoadR, Rear Tires

(5)

Moreover, a suspension system should be able to isolate a car body from road disturbances to provide good
ride quality by reducing the vibratory forces transmitted from the axle to the vehicle body. This reduces
vehicle body acceleration. In our case, through the results of the passenger model, the ride comfort could be
measured via the Weighted RMS acceleration (RMS(aw), Vibration Dose Value (VDV) and the Crest Factor
(CF) of various subsystems. These characteristics are proposed by the ISO-2631 standard which evaluates
the human exposure to whole-body vibration [12]. More specifically, the Weighted RMS acceleration is
calculated through Eq. 6:
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RCi = RMS(z̈wi) =

[
1

T

(∫ T

0
z̈wi(t)

2dt

)] 1
2

(6)

where T is the duration of the measurement in seconds, z̈wi is the weighted acceleration (translational or
rotational) as a function of time (m/s2) and i is the selected subsystem of the driver or the vehicle model so
as to evaluate the RMS(z̈wi). The frequency weighting curves used based on ISO-2631 [12], are presented
on the Fig. 2 and are used based on Eq. 7.

Zwi = WPi1 ∗WAi2 ∗ Zi (7)

where Zi is the measured acceleration zi in the frequency domain,WP is the principal frequency weightings
related to health, comfort and perception depicting the weighting frequency either for the z direction and for
vertical recumbent direction except the head (i1=k) or for the x-y direction and for horizontal recumbent
position (i1=d) and finally WS is the additional frequency weightings related (a) seat back measurements
(i2=c), (b) measurements for rotational vibrations (i2=e), (c) measurement of vibration under the head of
recumbent person (i2=j). In case there is no need for additional weighting of the measurement WA is equal
to 1.

(a) • (b) •

Figure 2: (a) Principal Frequency Weightings-WP, (b) Additional Frequency Weightings-WA

3 Semi active control laws

As it was mentioned before, the most classical control laws that have been implemented for semi-active sus-
pension systems are the Logical Control Strategies. As far as they are concerned, the two most common types
are the ”on-off” and the continuous ones. For the on-off logical dampers the damping is switched between the
minimum and maximum level based on conditions that define the damper. While for the continuous logical
dampers, the damping is adjusted in the whole range between the minimum and maximum levels. The most
common types of logical semi active dampers are the 2-States Skyhook Control (SH-2), Skyhook Linear
Control (SH-L), Acceleration Driven Damper Control (ADD), and two different versions of the combination
of Skyhook and ADD Control (SH-ADD-1 and SH-ADD-2). All the above are comfort oriented, improving
the ride comfort of the passengers by adjusting the damping coefficient of the suspension system according to
the dynamic behavior of the vehicle and its response to the applied road excitation. Many different versions
of these algorithms have been presented in the past, by changing slightly their operational conditions.
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3.1 Proposed Control Algorithm

In the past, the operational condition was mainly checking the sign of a product in order to change the
damper’s state. In an attempt to minimize the chattering and improve significantly other aspects of the
vehicle’s performance, the proposed modified algorithm uses an appropriate threshold in the algorithms’
operational conditions, as shown in Eq. 9, on contrary with the various versions of Skyhook (SH) algorithms
that exist in the literature and use the logical control of Eq. 8.

The alternative control strategy lies upon the fact that the proposed algorithm quantifies the severity of the
operational conditions with the use of this threshold and controls the damper’s state based on their magnitude
and not based on their sign. The values used (A, B) in this work as thresholds of different operational
conditions are not selected randomly, but they depend on the class of the road profile, that the vehicle drives
through. They are evaluated after fitting the values of the algorithm’s operational conditions to a distribution,
and then using their cumulative distribution function (CDF) so as to reduce the times that the damper was
working with Cmax. For example in the case of SH-2, fitting the operational conditions in the normal
distribution, the times that its value are larger than zero -i.e. the damper works with the Cmax -belong to the
55% of the sample. Whereas, with applying the CDF approach in this work, the damper operates with Cmax
for 20% less points of the sample, as it is illustrated in Fig. 3. This avoids the stiffening of the damping
coefficient when there is no need without risking the road holding of the vehicle. This is achieved because
the conditions are checked based on their magnitude and not their sign and the direction of the vibration of
the sprung or the unsprung mass.

C =

{
Cmin , if condition ≤ 0

f(Cmax) , if condition > 0
(8)

C =

{
Cmin , if condition ≤ A
f(Cmax) , if condition > A

(9)

Figure 3: Cumulative Distibution Function on Normal Distribution

In this work, the operational conditions of five SH control strategies (SH-2, SH-L, ADD, SH-ADD-1 and
SH-ADD-2) were optimized in order to be compared while in the three (SH-2, SH-L and SH-ADD-1) of
them the proposed approach is adopted in an attempt to improve the vehicle’s performance.
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3.2 Modified Skyhook two states damper control (SH-2-CDF).

The 2-states control is an on-off strategy that switches between soft and stiff damping coefficient. This
control law in literature consists of two states in which the damping factor Cu changes according to the sign
of the product ˙ST and żs. When the upper mass is moving up, and the two masses are getting closer, the
damping constant should ideally be zero. Due to the physical limitations of a practical damper, a damping
constant of zero is not practical and a low damping constant is used. When the upper mass is moving
down and the two masses are getting closer, the Skyhook control policy ideally calls for an infinite damping
constant. An infinite damping constant is not physically attainable, so in practice, the adjustable damping
constant is set to a maximum. The effect of the Skyhook control scheme is to minimize the absolute velocity
of the upper mass.

As it was described before, the CDF approach premises the use of a small threshold in the operational
conditions. More specifically, in the SH-2, with the use of this threshold the control algorithm does not
consider the direction of the movement of upper mass or if it is getting close with the unsprung or not.
However, it quantifies the severity of this movement and it considers how fast they are going to get close
or away. Then, based on the above, it selects to not change the damping coefficient in ”less harmful and
dangerous” situations, and continue using the soft value of the damper’s state. The equation describing the
control algorithm is presented in Eq. 10 .

Ci =

{
Cmin, if ˙ST i żs < A

Cmax, if ˙ST i żs > A
i = F,R (10)

where ˙ST i is the stroke velocity of front or the rear damper, and Cmin and Cmax are the minimum and
maximum damping factors achievable by the considered controlled damper, depicting the soft and the stiff
damping coefficient respectively. The traditional SH-2 algorithm occurs by setting A equal to zero.

3.3 Skyhook linear approximation damper control (SH-L-CDF).

An improved version of Skyhook control has been used to achieve variable damping for additional energy
saving. The linear approximation of the Skyhook control includes the change of the damping factor Ci
according to the sign of the product of ˙ST i and żs:

Ci =




Cmini , if ˙ST i żs ≤ A
αCmaxi

˙ST i+(1−α)Cmaxi żs
˙ST i

, if ˙ST i żs > A
i = F,R (11)

where α ∈ [0,1] is a tuning parameter that modifies the closed-loop performances and enables the controller
to adjust its stiff value (Cmaxi) according to the needs of the application, saving more energy. More specif-
ically, when a = 1, this control law is equivalent to the two-state Skyhook control. The traditional SH-L
algorithm occurs by setting A equal to zero.

3.4 Acceleration driven damper control (ADD).

This strategy is shown to be optimal in the sense that it minimizes the vertical body acceleration when no
road information is available (therefore, this control law is a comfort oriented one). The current control law
is similar to the SH-2 approximation of the Skyhook algorithm, with the difference that the switching law
depends on body acceleration z̈s instead of body speed żs.

While, the ”switching dynamic” may influence the closed-loop performances, increasing the chatter effect
significantly, due to the swift changing of values of the sprung acceleration which is involved in the opera-
tional conditions.
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Ci =

{
Cmin,i , if ˙ST iz̈s ≤ 0

Cmax,i , if ˙ST iz̈s > 0
i = F,R (12)

The proposed approach of this work hasn’t been adopted in this algorithm due to the fact that it is already
using the Cmin,i for the 65 % of the samples.

3.5 Modified Mixed Skyhook-Acceleration driven damper control (SH-ADD-1).

As it was mentioned before, SH and ADD present complementary behaviors in terms of performance, with
SH providing the best performance at low frequency (around the body resonance), and ADD ensuring op-
timality at mid and high frequency (beyond the body resonance). Therefore, a mixed control law has been
proposed in the past using a very simple but effective frequency range selector.

Ci =

{
CSH−2 , if z̈2

s − a2ż2
s ≤ 0

CADD , otherwise
i = F,R (13)

Ci =





Cmin,i, if

(
z̈2
s − a2ż2

s ≤ 0 and ˙ST iżs ≤ 0

)

or

(
z̈2
s − a2ż2

s > 0 and ˙ST iz̈s < 0

)

Cmax,i, otherwise

i = F,R (14)

The parameter ”α” represents the frequency limit between the low and the high frequency ranges. Specifi-
cally, the value of ”α” is set at the crossover frequency (in rad/s) between SH and ADD. This law is almost
optimal as it provides a mix of the best performance of the SH and ADD.

3.5.1 Modified Mixed Skyhook-Acceleration driven damper control with 1 sensor (SH-ADD-
2-CDF).

The current law compromises the complementary performances of soft and stiff passive suspensions. Stiff
suspension is able to damp optimally the body resonance, but without a desiring filtering at high frequencies.
On the contrary, a soft suspension ensures the best filtering but with the drawback of a poorly damped body
resonance. This law operates according to the current value of z̈2

s − a2ż2
s , as shown in Eq. 15

Ci =

{
Cmin,i, if z̈2

s − a2ż2
s ≥ B

Cmax,i, if z̈2
s − a2ż2

s < B
i = F,R (15)

In the previous versions, the soft damping condition is selected when it is positive, otherwise the hard-
damping condition is used. In the modified version of CDF, the frequency selector is controller based on
its value, if it is higher than a specific value (B). This specific value is evaluated again with the cumulative
distribution function of the operational conditions. Similarly to the mixed SH-ADD-1, the amount z̈2

s −a2ż2
s

can be considered as a simple ”frequency-range selector”, where the parameter ”a” represents the limit
between the ranges of low and high frequency. The traditional SH-ADD-2 algorithm occurs by setting B
equal to zero.
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4 Road Excitation

The irregularities on the road cause disturbances which are classified as shock or vibration. The first is
related to discrete disturbances, usually associated with higher amplitudes, such as a bump or a pothole. The
latter is related to continuous irregularities, such as an unpaved road. Both types have different requirements
for the suspension system, but in order for the designer to design one has to fulfill both these applications.
Thus, road profile generation is a strong asset for the researchers, as it enables them to test the vehicle under
different road conditions. most common approach in the literature is the study of a vehicle under a road
bump [3,4,8,13,14] or a random road profile [15–17]. In this research, a random road profile of Class C was
generated as it is shown in 4, so as to optimize the controllable dampers under a severe road excitation.

4.1 Random Road Profile

(a) • (b) •

Figure 4: Road profiles in (a) Time Domain , (b) Frequency Domain

The excitation used in this work involves a random road profile, generated based on the ISO 8608 regulation
[18]. ISO 8608 regulation classifies road profiles according to the quality of the road. The road profile
can be represented by a PSD function as shown in Fig. 4b. The power spectral densities of roads show a
characteristic drop in magnitude with the wave number. To determine the power spectral density function, or
PSD, it is necessary to measure the surface profile with respect to a reference plane. Random road profiles
can be approximated by a PSD in the form of:

Φ(Ω) = Φ(Ω0)

(
Ω

Ω0

)−w
(16)

where Ω = 2π
L in rad/m denotes the angular spatial frequency, L is the wavelength, Φ(Ω0) in m2/(rad/m)

describes the values of the psd at the reference wave number Ω0 = 1 rad/m, n = Ω
2π is the spatial frequency,

n0 = 0.1cycle/m and w is the waviness, for most of the road surfaces equal to 2.

Based on the work of Tyan et al. [19], a random road profile C was generated using a sinusoidal approxima-
tion. If the vehicle is assumed to travel with a constant speed V over a given road segment with length (Ls),
a random road profile can be approximated by a superposition of N(→∞) sine waves then:

y(t) =

N∑

n=1

Ansin(nω0t− φn) (17)
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where the fundamental temporal frequency:

ω0 , V∆Ω,∆Ω , V
2π

L
(18)

where s and the amplitude Ai are defined as:

Ai =

√
Φ(Ωi)

∆Ω

π
, i = 1, ..., N (19)

in which ∆Ω = ΩN−Ω1
N−1 (rad/sec), the phase angles φn, n = 1, ..., N are treated as random variables

following a uniform distribution in the interval of [0, 2π) and V is the vehicle’s velocity which is considered
constant. The velocity of the vehicle in this case was set at 30 km/m for the road profile with Ls=1000m. The
profile is illustrated in Fig. 4, displaying both the time domain (Fig. 4a) and the frequency domain (Fig. 4b)
data of the road profiles.

5 Optimization Procedure

A multi objective optimization was applied to the model in respect to ride comfort and road holding using
the Pareto front for several constraints. As design variables of the optimization, the damping ratios of the
controllable dampers and the spring stiffness were selected, as shown in Eq. 20:

design variables=[KF ;Cmax,F ;Cmin,F ;KR;Cmax,R;Cmin,R] (20)

where Cmin,F , Cmax,F , Cmin,R and Cmax,R were the minimum and maximum achievable damping coeffi-
cient of the front and rear damper, respectively, according to the semi active control laws selected for opti-
mization. Additionally, in semi active control laws SH-L, SH-ADD-1 and SH-ADD-2 the tuning coefficient
”a” was added as a design variable.

The bounds of the design variables are illustrated in Table 4. Moreover, the optimization of the passive
model was carried out for two different bounds for the damping coefficient of the front and rear suspension.
At first, the bounds of the minimum damping coefficient of the semi active laws were used (PS-LP) and then
the ones of the maximum damping coefficient were applied to the design variables (PS-UP). The bounds of
the springs’ stiffness were the same.

The objective functions of the optimization were selected so as to improve both the ride comfort and the road
holding, using Eq. 6 and the average of the RMS values of Eq. 5. Therefore, two targets were chosen: the root
mean square of the seat’s acceleration (f1), representing the ride comfort, and the average of the variances
of both the front and rear tire deflections (f2), representing the road holding, as shown in Table 4. The
constraints used in the optimization problem were selected so as to incorporate the practical considerations
into the design process, such as the working space of the suspension system, as well as to enhance the

optimization targets, as shown in Table 4. Moreover, f3

(
= RMS(STF )+RMS(STR)

2

)
was evaluated for all

the solutions, so as to study the pareto fronts regarding the suspension travels.

After obtaining the optimum results, the CDF approach was implemented in SH-2, SH-L and SH-ADD-2
algorithms and by using the optimum design variables of Cases 1, 2 and 4, the vehicle model was simulated
and the objectives (f1,f2 and f3) were evaluated. In this way, the ”pseudo” Pareto Fronts of SH-2-CDF,
SH-L-CDF and SH-ADD-2-CDF were produced. All the results are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, where the
Pareto Fronts of f1 - f2 and of f1 - f3 are illustrated respectively.
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Design Variables Bounds Objectives ConstraintsLower Upper
Cmin,F , Cmin,R [N.s/m] 500 2500

f1 =RC9
STi ≤ 0.127m

Cmax,F , Cmax,R [N.s/m] 2500 5000
zi ≤ 0.07 m

KF ,KR [N.s/m] 15000 70000
f2 = RMS(TDF )+RMS(TDR)

2a (SH-ADD) [rad/s] 10 60 max(z̈9) ≤ 4.5m
s2

Table 4: Design Variables, Bounds, Objectives and Constraints

Cases Description Design Variables Objectives (f)
1 SH-2

[KF ;Cmax,F ;Cmin,F ;KR;Cmax,R;Cmin,R]

[f1; f2]

2 SH-L
3 ADD
4 SH-ADD-1

[KF ;Cmax,F ;Cmin,F ;KR;Cmax,R;Cmin,R, a]
5 SH-ADD-2
6 PS-LB

[KF ;CF ;KR;CR]
7 PS-UB

Table 5: Optimization Scenarios

Figure 5: Comparison of the Pareto Fronts occured from the MO Optimization and the pseudo ones occured
form simulation (SH-2-CDF, SH-L-CDF and SH-ADD-2-CDF)

6 Results

As it can be observed, in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, all the Pareto fronts of the semi active suspension laws are within
the area created by the Pareto Front of PS-LB and PS-UB, Cases 6 and 7 respectively, proving the main
idea of semi active suspensions, which is the compromise of the advantages of a soft and a stiff suspension
with a different control strategy. This difference in the ride comfort between Case 6 and 7 are depicted in
Fig. 6, where the suspension travels are significantly increased in the PS-LB. Moreover, as it was expected
the ADD(Case 3) and the SH-ADD-1(Case 4) improved the ride comfort of the vehicle more than all the
other semi-active suspensions, while SH-2 produced the worst results.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the Pareto Fronts occured from the MO Optimization and the pseudo ones occured
form simulation (SH-2-CDF, SH-L-CDF and SH-ADD-2-CDF)

Based on Fig. 6, it could be seen that the algorithms are divided to two groups considering the optimization
cases only. The first group, consisting of SH-2, SH-L and SH-ADD-2, has reached to similar results re-
garding suspension travels, with SH-2 producing slightly lower ride comfort. However, they have important
differences in the tire deflection, which depicts the handling of the vehicle, as it could be seen from Fig. 5.
Where, the SH-ADD-1 seems to be better and having decreased the variations of the normal loads more than
the other two. Additionally, SH-L algorithm managed to reach the performance of SH-ADD-2 algorithm,
which considers to be one of best ride comfort oriented. Also, it managed to converge to solutions superior
than SH-2 which is because of the value of the parameter ”a” occuring around 0.5 for all the optimum so-
lutions of the Pareto Front, significantly smaller than 1 where the SH-L algorithm operates as a SH-2. As
far as the second group is concerned, it consists of SH-ADD-1 and ADD. Base on both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
it could be seen that they have reached to almost the same solution, with SH-ADD-1 having less dispersion
than ADD in its Pareto Fronts.

As far as the SH-ADD algorithms are concerned, it could be noticed that they delivered their purpose by
combining the advantages of the SH and ADD algorithms by offering solutions between their Pareto Fronts
(Cases 1 and 3), with SH-ADD-1 being slightly superior as far as the ride comfort is concerned. Also,
it is important to mention that the frequency selector ”a” of SH-ADD-1 converged to a different solution
compared to SH-ADD-2, implying their different role on contrary with the literature. The tuning coefficient
”a” of SH-ADD-2 reached to 11 rad/sec whereas for SH-ADD-1 to 39 rad/sec, in this case study.

Finally, as far as the CDF approach is concerned, this is an initial attempt to improve some of the logical
control algorithms presented in this work, by implementing in them the CDF approach and benchmark them
against the traditional ones. The ”pseudo” Pareto Fronts of CDF (SH-2-CDF, SH-L-CDF and SH-ADD-2-
CDF) were produced with the simulation of the vehicle model and the evaluation of the objectives (f1, f3

and f2) for the optimum design variables of the tranditional algorithms (SH-2, SH-L and SH-ADD-2). As it
can be noticed by 5, all the algorithms adopting the CDF approach managed to converge to a better solution
compared to the corresponding tranditional one, improving significantly the ride comfort without risking the
handling of the vehicle. Furthermore, the CDF cases managed to decrease the dispersion of the Pareto Fronts
significantly compared to the traditional algorithms, regarding the suspesnion travels of the solutions, as it
could be noticed in Fig. 6. Also, the CDF cases converged to a solution similar, as far as the performance is
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concerned, to the algorithms of both SH-ADD-1 and ADD,which is the second group mentioned before.

7 Conclusions

To sum up, this work focused on the optimization of the most common comfort-oriented semi-active suspen-
sions in order to compare them and exclude conclusions regarding their optimum solutions in terms of ride
comfort and road holding. Moreover, an alternative approach was adopted to three algorithms in order to
improve their results and these algorithms were benchmarked against the traditional ones by comparing the
”pseudo” Pareto fronts of the CDF cases with the Pareto Fronts of the tranditional ones, occured from the
optimization.

All the optimization results validated the theory of the semi-active suspension systems and the advantages of
the studied algorithms. The impact of the use of each control algorithm in the vehicle performance is high-
lighted in this work with the use of the optimization results. Finally, the alternative approach regarding the
operational conditions was proven successful improving the ride comfort of the passengers significantly. The
modified algorithms managed to improve their efficiency to an important level compared to the traditional
ones, by improving the handling of the vehicle through the tire deflections. Work is in progress to study
the impact of this approach in depth and other possible improvements in the vehicle’s performance or other
aspects under the excitation of different road profiles.
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